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SUITABLE APPLICATIONS

FEATURES

A thermally insulated glove with outstanding ergonomic fit and comfort.  
Maintains grip in all weather conditions and ensures gardening enjoyment 
can continue through all the seasons

 A Sawing
 A Digging
 A Mulching
 A Staking
 A Frost covering 
 A De-icing
 A Weeding

CAT I

 A Dual layer knitted dipped technology ensures  
an outstanding fit and gives your hand freedom  
of movement

 A Polyester liner on the outside provides stretch and 
flexibility whilst increasing abrasion resistance

 A Brushed acrylic inner liner maintains warmth and 
provides a soft, snug feeling

 A Crinkle foam latex coating maintains a secure grip, 
keeps your hands dry and resists abrasion / rips

 A Durable glove that remains flexible to 
temperatures as low as -30°C 

 A Enhanced protection to palm, fingers  
and knuckles

 A Excellent flexibility and durability

 A Seamless liner prevents irritation

A WARM, COMFORTABLE AND DURABLE GLOVE

THERMAL
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

ORDERING DETAILS

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
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THERMALDURABLEMULTI-TASKCOSYEXPRESSIONTACTILE

SOWING
DEADHEADING

PAINTING

RAKING
WEEDING

MULCHING

DIGGING
AERATING
MOWING

SAWING
DE-THORNING

CLIPPING

FLAGGING
FROST COVERING

DE-ICING

MISTING
DRAINING
WATERING

BENCHMARK OFFERS GARDENERS BETTER GLOVE CHOICE!
Gloves that are specifi cally suited for each of their gardening tasks.

SIZE CODE PACKAGING

 � USE: Cold resistant glove. Not suitable for thermal (heat), 
electrical or chemical protection. Do not use near moving 
machines if there is a risk of entanglement

 � STORAGE : Store in dry conditions in the original 
packaging and away from direct sunlight

 � CLEANING: To clean, wipe with a damp cloth. Note: The 
performance characteristics of worn and laundered gloves 
may differ from the results shown. Inspect the gloves to 
ensure no damage is present.

 � LIFETIME: Service life depends on the glove application 
and therefore cannot be specified. It is the responsibility of 
user to ensure the glove is suitable for its intended use.

MATERIALS
LINER:

COATING:

COLOUR

LENGTH (mm)

CUFF STYLE

Brushed acrylic inner liner, Polyester outer liner

Crinkle foam latex

Blue

220-260 (size dependent)

Elasticated knit wrist

10 pairs per bagBMG00981DD
BMG00981DF
BMG00981DH
BMG00981DJ

7/S
8/M
9/L

10/XL

120 pairs per case

THERMAL


